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autoclave are also likely candidates. The methods dis- cussed so far are all in the form of building from the inside out. It would be best to construct accurate fe-. 
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ward on rails for entrance and exit of the pilot. The wing has a span of 26.4 feet, root chord of 40 inches, tip chord of 20 inches, and a thickness-to-chord ratio of \5T/ chord trailing edge



flap. This allows shifting the lift coefficient for mini-



mum drag over a reasonable range, allows some fixed camber, and eases the take-off and landing problem. They also serve as ailerons. The airfoil section would probably be optimally designed to have laminar flow
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on the bottom surface to the hingeline at 83^ chord. On the upper surface, the extent of laminar flow would be governed by the separation criteria which, with the help of a Stratford pressure recovery, might allow upper surface laminar flow to about 60^ chord. The hingelines on the tail would be at 70^ allowing laminar flow forward of this if the tail lift can be kept low at high



speed. The wing must be placed on a pylon to provide clearance for the 54-inch-diameter prop. This also allows the central wing to remain laminar back to the start of the engine nacelle. The ship is a tail dragger to avoid losing some of the laminar flow on the pilot pod, but then racing pilots have seldom had the luxury of a tricycle gear. It will be a neat exercise in kinematics to retract the two 10-inch-diameter wheels and legs



into the small space available and seal them up. Of course, this is in a turbulent flow region. I therefore



show a fixed gear with streamlined legs28 and clamshell covers over the wheels. The most optimistic division of laminar and turbulent regions is shown in Figure 7. (The area in yellow is laminar.) PART II



By B. H. Carmichael (EAA 3133> 34795 Camino Capistrano Capistrano Beach, CA 92624 CONFIGURATIONS FOR EXTENSIVE LAMINAR FLOW



For our first example, let us look at a propeller driven, single-place ship with 66 square feet of wing area and the Continental 0-200 130-horsepower engine



typical of the Formula I racers. A design empty weight of 500 pounds might be reasonable. The first goal is to try to keep the propeller slipstream away from any of the surfaces. The second goal is to enclose the pilot in a low-drag pod of low lengthto-diameter ratio and to avoid any intersections with other components in the forward 60^ where laminar



flow is a possibility. The third goal is to keep the wing and tail surfaces free from any surface blemishes, including control hingelines in the forward 70rr. A possible configuration is shown in Figure 7. The propeller is placed behind the trailing edge of the wing and pod so that, although this ship will not fly faster than sound, it will sure as hell sound faster than it flies. A U-shaped tail mounted on a low-set boom should keep the tail out of the propeller slipstream at high speed.



The low surface area of the boom helps to keep the turbulent wetted area minimized. The forward 60*7f of the pilot pod is one unbroken unit with the plexiglass canopy and fiber-glass sandwich remainder constructed integrally in a female mold. The pilot support, controls, and instrument panel are mounted on a low-keel structure to which the boom, wing, and engine pylon



mount are attached. The entire forward pod slides for-



This may not be the optimum configuration, but it is a starting point. The Lesher Teal and Taylor Imp arrangement are good ones if one is w i l l i n g to buy the extra shaft weight and complexity and a more serious landing gear problem. A twin boom would probably



come out draggier than a single. Tailless designs force one away from optimums on wing design. Canards cause additional losses in laminar flow on the pod. It should be pointed out that the design shown is conceptual and,



although based on much more background information than can appear in this paper, a great deal of tradeoff study would be necessary to finalize it. If, for example, one sets a given take-off and landing performance, it may be possible to use a wing of smaller area with considerably less laminar flow and wind up with the same wing drag area. One must also keep in mind any



penalties associated with the special propeller arrangement such as mutual interference of the wing, pod, pylon, and engine nacelle. The engine nacelle was originally drawn with a typical under-wing air entry. In the interest of reducing



interference drag, it was decided to fair the forward nacelle smoothly into the lower wing surface and try to contour it for constant flow velocity in the intersection. One can then take the cooling air in through the



pylon leading edge. This can be done without disturb-



ing the laminar flow on the exterior. 29 8 and 9.)



3U



(See Figures



The jet design is cleaner and simpler (Figure 10). The little 200-pound-thrust jet engine fits in the after pod without necessity for a nacelle. Thus, one drag item is eliminated. The 120 pounds of weight saved over the Continental 0-200 can be put back into fuel. The lower vibration level removes one more possible source of disturbance to the laminar boundary layer. The wing area has been kept at 66 square feet for this study: now the SPORT AVIATION 49



cruise flap can run along almost the complete span. The pylon mounted high wing arrangement is retained as



is the pylon leading edge air intake. The boom is now in the high position and the U-tail is inverted. The area of the tail has been increased from 19 to 21% of wing area to make up for the loss in directional stabilization caused by removal of the propeller. Due to the very high speed of this craft, it was highly desirable to retract the landing gear. A short monoped gear will be easy to retract and seal up. Twin tail wheels at the tips of the vertical tails complete the story. This type is not without precedent, but will hardly be popular for anything



but a special racing machine. All other features and Ixtt
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Low-Drag Air Inlet And Exit In Low-Drag Wing
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DRAG ESTIMATION — PROPELLER DRIVEN
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Flow Coefficient eQ/p FV Q = volume flow ~ ft /sec p = free stream density p = density in duct F = body max. cross-sectional area V = free stream velocity



FIGURE 8 — Body With Low-Drag Air Inlet And Exit 50 SEPTEMBER 1976



construction details are identical to the propeller driven version. While this design is very appealing, the $18,000 cost of the jet engine will eliminate it from consideration for most of us. The greatly increased speeds possible also make it a more formidable design problem. Laminar regions are also shown in yellow in Figure 10. A combination of low span loading and very high speed results in the induced drag at top speed being less than \ck of the total. The remaining drag is presented in terms of drag area which combines both the effects of cleanliness and absolute size. Drag area is the drag in pounds divided by the dynamic pressure of flight p — V2. It has the dimensions of square feet. Each com2 ponent of the airplane is figured as the product of the



most convenient coefficient for that item and the area on which the coefficient is based. They can all be added up directly to get the total drag area. Each component is estimated based on the Reynolds number and the degree of laminar flow expected. Two cases are worked out where the only component that changes is the wing. In the second case it is assumed that boundary layer suction is applied to the aft portion to retain laminar flow at the trailing edge. (See Table I.) Although the racing plane designers are used to thinking in terms of drag area, I shall convert this to drag coefficient based on wing planform area and effective wetted coefficient based on the total wetted area so everyone will have a number he is comfortable with.
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The zero lift drag coefficients are well below the old magic goal of 0.01. The wetted area coefficients at their respective weighted Reynolds numbers of 14.5 x 106 and 21 x 106 lie between the fully turbulent and fully laminar friction curves corresponding to about 5CK?- laminar without suction and 65% laminar with suction.
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DRAG ESTIMATION — JET PROPELLED



A similar drag buildup for the jet propelled plane is shown in Table II. The wing profile is 59% of the total without suction and only 38% with suction. PYLON
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Since the parasitic drag items of nacelle and landing gear do not exist on the jet powered airplane, the drag coefficients are phenominally low!
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TABLE I — PROPELLER DRIVEN DRAG BUILD-UP



No Suction



Characteristic



Item



Length



Wing



2.5



Tail Pod Boom Pylon Nacelle L.G. Legs Pants TOTAL DRAG AREA



ft.



1.25 ft. 10 ft.



8 ft 4.16ft. 2.84 ft.



0.5 ft. 2.5 ft.



Characteristic Area • 60.3 ft.' 12.5 3.5 13.4 2.43 16.6 0.7 1.0



ft.' ft.2 ft.' ft.' ft.' ft.' ft.'



Number In Millions 8.3 9.0 4.4 35
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Note that the wing profile drag is 44% of the total zero lift drag without suction and only 26* of the total with suction.
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TABLE II — JET PROPELLED DRAG BUILD-UP
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TABLE II DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM SPEED
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Propeller Driven Craft



The Continental 0-200 will deliver 130 shp at racing rpm. The propellers used on Formula I racers give about 85r/< efficiency. The cooling drag is assumed to consume 5'v of the engine power. The remaining thrust horsepower can be converted to allowable drag area by dividing by a constant times the (speed)-'1. This is the limit line shown in upper Figure 11. We can now compare our computed drag area to determine the maximum speed. We find the non-suction craft to top out at 332 miles per hour and the suction craft to top out at 364 miles per hour. The drag breakdown for each ship is also shown in Figure 11.



rag Area Allowed by 130 SHP 5% Cooling Loss 85% Propeller Efficiency



Jet Propelled Craft



We assume the little jet engine will deliver a net thrust after all losses of 200 pounds over the speed range



we are interested in. This thrust divided by the dynamic p pressure of flight — V2 then gives the allowable drag 2 area seen as the limit line on Figure 12. Comparing now the drag area of our very clean jet planes we find they top out at 480 mph without suction and 586 mph with suction. The lower speed is not critical from the compressibility standpoint, but the suction ship at M = 0.77 may encounter a drag rise with a 15'/f thick wing. Again, the drag breakdown by component is shown in Figure 12. A word should now be said about the landing and take-off problem. The wing loadings are not likely to exceed 12 pounds per square foot. A trimmed lift coefficient of even 1.0 would give us a stall speed of 69 mph. With the cruise flap deflected down 6" for takeoff, we should get a CL of at least 1.4 with very low drag. This will pull the stall speed down to 58 mph. A 90" deflection of the inboard flaps will provide excellent glide path control and a further reduction in landing speed. FABRICATION METHODS Forward Pilot Pod



The forward portion of the pod from the nose to the back of the pilot's head must be a smooth, unbroken, integral unit. The juncture of the plexiglass with the remainder must be free of leakage, steps, and waviness. This can most safely be done if the remainder is 52 SEPTEMBER 1976
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Speed Potential of Laminar Propeller Driven Plane With and Without Wing Suction.
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probably have to be some sort of a sandwich to provide this at reasonable weight. The pylon internal structure which supports the wing and engine would probably boil down to a tradeoff study between aluminum and steel tubing. The wing and tail skins could be made to the required laminar tolerances by any of several methods. Wood has established an honored tradition in both racing plane and sailplane history. If solid plywood is used, the gauge must be at least 3/32 inch and the rib spacing no more than 5 inches, even on the short chords contemplated here. Even so, there is a problem with a wave developing with time over the spar. It is also a constant maintenance headache through the years, so could only be considered for a short lived record attempt prototype craft. A quarter-inch sandwich of two '/32-inch-thick Finnish plywood skins with a foam core would be stiffer and retain shape better if tests show adequate mechanical properties. Traditional metal construction has been successfully used in some sailplanes. A flush-riveted aluminum skin 0.032-inch thick over 5-inch spaced ribs will still require some filling with microballoons, and of course the basic metalwork must be of the very first caliber. The homebuilt metal bonding process of Schreder or the more complex system of the Laisters using a large autoclave are also likely candidates. The methods discussed so far are all in the form of building from the inside out. It would be best to construct accurate female molds and build from the outside in as in all modern European sailplane construction. Here the fiber-glassfoam sandwich is the most likely candidate. DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT TESTING
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of fiber-glass so that the thermal expansion will be close to that of plexiglass. The whole unit must be stiff and light, which makes a sandwich construction attractive. It might be possible to lay this up over a male plug and use filling and spline sanding techniques on the non-plexiglass portion. It would seem wiser to pull female splashes off the male plug, and drape form the plexiglass inside the female mold. The edge of the plexiglass would be scarfed at a shallow angle and the outer fiber-glass firmly attached after a gel coat was first put in the remainder of the mold. Constant-thickness foam would then be epoxied to the outer fiber-glass followed by the inner fiber-glass skin of the sandwich. The rear bulkhead ring with its O-ring pressure seal, mating pins and latches, plus internal slide guides, would be installed next. The evolution of fiber-glass foam laminar skins in Germany is beautifully described in reference 31. The aft part of the pod will have a turbulent boundary layer due to the adverse pressure gradient so it could be fabricated by any of a number of processes. It would probably be laid up in a female mold as a fiberglass foam sandwich since it is also a nonstructural fairing. Remainder of Aircraft



The boom can have even looser tolerances on surface finish and waviness. Its prime requisite beyond the required strength is stiffness. The root end will



One cannot expect to push any prototype aircraft into the air and immediately obtain the ultimate performance from the configuration. One must carefully study the ship (as originally fabricated) along the following lines as pioneered by Raspet many years ago:32 33 1. Determine how closely the design aerodynamic goals have been reached. 2. Determine how closely the design propulsion goals have been reached. 3. Determine the most logical trouble areas leading to goal slippage. 4. Confirm these suspected trouble spots with flow visualization and wake survey methods. 5. Apply simple geometric changes in an iterative manner checking the incremental effects in flight until an improvement plateau is reached. One first seals up the internal flow passages, removes the propeller, tows the ship aloft as a glider, and makes long, steady glides. The total lift drag polar can be resolved from the flight speed, sinking speed combinations, and the wing loading. The wing profile drag can be determined with a wake survey device.34 At high speed (low lift coefficient) the difference between the total drag and the wing profile drag is the parasite drag. One can next unseal the internal flow passages, resume the glide tests, and find the incremental loss due to cooling flow. Finally, powered flights are made, and the power used at each speed is compared to the power equivalent of the sinking speed in the glide at that speed knowing the aircraft weight. One can thus see whether he is throwing 40Cf of the engine power away, as is typical of many production small aircraft. 32 33 Chemical films can be sprayed on the surface to paint a picture of laminar-to-turbulent boundary layer transition regions. Wool tufts can be used to detect regions of flow separation. It is incredible that the industry does not use these techniques. Of course, very large airports or dry lakes should be employed, as well as experienced test pilots with extensive sailplane experience. SPORT AVIATION 53



CONCLUSIONS



This preliminary design study indicates that using the best data available for low-drag wings and bodies without boundary layer suction, a top speed of 332 miles per hour is predicted for a single-place racer with the Continental 0-200 engine pulling 130 horsepower. A similar design powered with the 200-pound thrust jet as used in the BD-5J has a predicted top speed of 480 miles per hour. Stalling speed should be about 58 mph with 6-degree flap, and 50 mph with 90-degree deflected inboard flaps. If the remainder of the wing is laminarized by distributed suction, the top speeds go up to 364 mph and 586 mph for the prop driven and jet propeller versions, respectively. The details of the suction system is beyond the scope of this paper, and will be saved for another time as will the design for flying around the world without refueling. An honest appraisal of the practical problems has been made, and although these craft may be initially limited to peak performance under limited, ideal flight conditions, there is reason to hope that their operation can be extended to the more general case with the development of the Wortmann idea for prevention of insect impingement. It is the author's hope that this study will trigger the cautious development of these ultimate light aircraft. While one cannot hope to arrive at the ultimate performance immediately, there is reason to believe that we may travel hopefully toward these goals. In conclusion, I would like to dedicate this paper to the great teachers in my life. Professor Edgar Lesher of the University of Michigan who was very patient with his enthusiastic but erratic student of the early



40s; the late Dr. August Raspet who first introduced me to the mysteries of the boundary layer and the improvements possible by systematic flight tests of a prototype; Dr. Werner Pfenninger who helped me carry my studies to the stratosphere and high subsonic Mach number, the man responsible for more innovative development of laminar flow technology than all the rest of us put together; and Dr. Max Kramer who worked with me in the development of low drag bodies of revolution using the ocean and taught me how to design simplified and cost effective experiments. Finally, this concept is dedicated to the wonderful homebuilders who now, as in the past, will be the first to appreciate and capitalize on these exciting research results to produce the aircraft of tomorrow. REFERENCES
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ZS-UHX is tne first T-18 to be built in South Africa — by W. K. "Bill" Campling (EAA 65010), P. O. Box 222, Empangeni 3880, Natal, South Africa. Powered by a Lycoming 0-320, the aircraft first flew on June 9, 1976. 54 SEPTEMBER 1976
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